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TD SP-050017 LS (from CN WG3) on Tracing information for MBMS services. This was introduced by the 
TSG CN Chairman and asked TSG SA to grant an exemption for Rel-6 for the completion of work to 
introduce tracing capability to the Gmb interface. The exemption would extend the timescales for this work to 
June 2005. It was noted that this may need more work in RAN WGs after the CT WGs have completed the 
work. It was agreed that WGs would be asked to work on this for Rel-6 and that TSG SA would review 
progress at the next TSG SA meeting and decide if it should be kept in Rel-6 or not.

TD SP-050018 LS from CN WG1: Misalignment amongst the 3GPP specifications, “Re-authentication and 
key set change during inter-system handover”. This was introduced by the CN WG1 Chairman. At 
CN WG1#33 meeting in February 2004, a misalignment amongst the 3GPP specifications on handling of key 
sets from Release 1999 between the terminal and the network was identified. At that meeting, CN WG1 
concluded that the inter-system handover from GERAN to UMTS procedures after re-authentication (i.e. ‘late 
AKA’) would always fail, if the handover occurred before the new keys were taken into use. Since CN WG1 
was of the opinion that a re-authentication in the CS domain may be a rare event in Release 1999 and also 
to avoid creating problems for the existing Release 1999 mobiles, corrections in Rel-5 and onwards were 
judged to be sufficient. After the work was done in CN WG1 and SA WG3, RAN WG2 informed CN1#37 in 
N1-042013 (R2-042611) that RAN WG2 will not align their TS 25.331 with approved stage 2 and stage 3 in 
other Working Groups. CN WG1 requested TSG SA to provide a way forward on this issue.

The TSG RAN Chairman explained that the problem was that this would be a non-backwards compatible 
change and that TSG RAN did not see a strong need to implement this in Rel-5 or earlier. TSG SA 
discussed this and considered this functionality was necessary for Rel-5 onwards and TSG SA asked 
TSG RAN WGs to align their specifications to the work done in the other WGs for Rel-5 onwards.

7.1.3 Approval of contributions from TSG SA WG1

[...]

MCC were asked to update the existing Work Item Sheets to change the instances of CN and T WGs 
to the corresponding CT WG references.

7.2.1 Report from TSG SA WG2 and review of progress

[...]

It was commented that the TS 23.107 was also applicable to GERAN for some time now and this should be 
reflected in the specifications list. The specifications manager was asked to do this. SA WG2 were asked to 
reflect this in the scope section of the specification accordingly.
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